Our college news
Views

Everybody is ready to hear more about the big building project the regents have launched for T. C.—$266,000. Whooped! Think of the T. C. we're going to have.

Dr. Anderson, president of Wesleyan College, visited our school and lectured in chapel a few days ago.

The literary societies are very wide awake. Both are pulling hard for new members. Hurry up, Freshmen, and take sides.

And now football boys, somebody's going to know what you're doing, so you had better come out on the top. Mr. Caldwell, of the Associated Press, who was here a few days ago, pressed Coach Smith to give our game some publicity.

Chapel programs are going to be very enjoyable this year if the first few are an index. We have already heard several good speakers and soloists. A concert by the orchestra will be a special feature next week.

The Y. W. C. A. had charge of the first regular vesper program for the year; the T. M. followed. They will alternate as last year, with a few special occasions in between.

The total enrollment so far this year is 442. Of this number there are several transfer girls. Some what a different ratio than last year.

Employment—Wanted two first-class nurse-maids. Must prove ability to quiet crying babies. Apply B. L. Mclemore, treasurer.

The total enrollment so far this year is 442. Of this number there are several transfer girls. Some what a different ratio than last year.

With the election of officers in the freshman class on Friday, September 29th, organization of all the four classes has been completed.

The senior class has selected the following officers: Josephine Murphy, president; James Hallum, vice-president; Lindsey Lewis, secretary-treasurer; Martha Robertson, James Carruth and T. D. Nichols, student council representatives.

The freshmen have selected James Chapman, president; Bob Pound, vice-president; John Boen, secretary, and Bobby McLemore, treasurer.

Societies Hold First Meeting

The Stephens and Ogilvie literary societies met Thursday evening at 7:15 o'clock, the Ogilvie meeting in the training school and the Stephens in the auditorium.

The Stephens' meeting was opened with a song, "T. C.'s Colors." Leonard Kent, president of the society, welcomed the new students. Carmen Brown talked on "What the Stephens has done for me."

A saxophone solo was rendered by Shirley Monroe, accompanied by Corinne Lafler. Mary Hays gave a reading entitled, "The Best Road of All." The program was concluded with a vocal solo by M. Y. Hendrix and a piano solo by Leland Cox.

At the Ogilvie meeting Charlie Munch, president, extended a welcome to the new students present and introduced the officers and sponsors.

Class Officers Are Installed

With the election of officers in the freshman class on Friday, September 29th, organization of all the four classes has been completed.

The senior class has selected the following officers: Josephine Murphy, president; James Hallum, vice-president; Lindsey Lewis, secretary-treasurer; Martha Robertson, James Carruth and T. D. Nichols, student council representatives.

The freshmen have selected James Chapman, president; Bob Pound, vice-president; John Boen, secretary, and Bobby McLemore, treasurer.

Museum Will Be Open Next Week

The Anderson Memorial Museum, which was formerly located in the lobby of the auditorium, has been moved to the old training school building and will be opened to the public on Thursday.

The museum contains a rare and complete exhibit of birds typical of this section numbering over four hundred. Among the historic relics of importance are a lamp used during the first days of Mercer, a lamp from the famous John Wesley Oak at St. Simons Island, a window decoration from the restored Richard Malcolm Johnson school, and rare pottery and stones from various sections of the state.

Within the past year the museum has grown rapidly and has become the nucleus of a rare and growing collection of exhibits. Dr. C. H. Harvey, of Savannah, has made arrangements to donate a complete exhibit showing the progress of the paper industry.

Dr. DeLoach, who is in charge of the museum, stated that it is for purely educational purposes and the public should feel free to come at all times. He urged that anyone who could contribute to the museum do so.

Intra-Mural League Now Organized

The physical education classes under the direction of Coach Smith have formed an Intra-Mural League.

At a meeting of committees from each team composing the league the following officers were elected: Wilson Wilkes, president; John Gaisser, vice-president; Bill Stewart, secretary and treasurer.

A committee on rules was elected.

(Continued on page 2)

Building Plans Are Proposed

Board of Regents allot $266,000 for Teachers College Betterments

Students greeted with much interest the announcement Monday that the South Georgia Teachers College would receive $266,000 as the next step in the school's continued improvement.

This money will be available as soon as the state board of regents is successful in obtaining $5,000,000 from the federal government for construction in various units of the University System.

Funds asked for this institution is allotted as follows: Water system, $13,500; cottages, $12,500; administrative building repairs, $6,250; sewage improvement, $2,151; dining hall repairs, $6,125; new dining hall, $50,000; new science hall, $50,000, and general repairs.

Commenting on the proposal, President Wells stated Tuesday that the $266,000 for construction purposes would mean the construction of two new buildings and that the administration of building repairs would include placement of a dome on that building, making it more attractive and modern.

Other projects included in the extensive construction program adopted by the regents in a special session early last week are to aid University colleges all over the state. Funds are being sought as a part of the national public works program and former request was held in order by the state board of regents.

The Teachers College allotment was third in the state; the University received Tech each receiving larger sums.

Y. W. C. A. to Sponsor Masquerade Ball

The Y. W. C. A. is sponsoring a masquerade ball to be given at the gymnasium on October 7.

This is a unique party, a new move in the life of the college. It is the height of the entertainments that have been given for the new students. Sadie Fulcher, chairman of the entertainment committee, has charge of the program.

Each person attending shall come disguised as a movie star. The affair has all the elements of a success.

It is an opportunity to show some hidden talent as well as to provide excellent entertainment.

This entertainment will be one of the many features of the year to be sponsored by the Young Women's Christian Association. Everyone is looking forward to seeing Greece Garber, Nancy Carroll, and others in person.

The Y. M. C. A. will sponsor the next party in the near future.
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THE 1933-34 STAFF

The staff of the George-Anne for this fall has been selected from students who last year, the first year of a printed paper, showed signs of interest in the paper. The present editor was made associate editor last year after he had proven his worth to the staff and the publication. Some of the members of this year's staff held a place on the staff last year; others who last year took an interest in the paper have been added.

The George-Anne staff is selected by the faculty advisor, the dean, and members from the staff of the preceding year. Any student in school is eligible for a place on the staff, and those staff positions will be given to those whose work entitles them to a place. The paper is beginning the year without an associate editor. This position will be filled during the year. This does not mean that the associate editor will be selected from the staff. Any student in school has the opportunity to be made associate editor and the following year take up the editorship of the paper.

We are very anxious for every student in school to consider himself or herself a member of the staff. The paper will be published every other week and will be distributed on Monday mornings. All material should be in by Friday morning, and long articles curtailed. The more contributors to the paper, the more interest there will be in the publication.

ROBERT DONALDSON
Faculty Advisor

On Quiet Power: All noise is worse, so cultivate quietness in your speech, your thoughts, in your emotions. Speak habitually low. Wait for attention and then your low words will be charged with dynamite served in your age. —Elbert Hubbard.

THE GEORGIA BOOK WEEK

Georgia shows little interest in Georgia writers. It seems that we should read from books and authors that are foreign to our state when in reality some of our best literature can be found at home.

How many people knew that September 23-28 was Georgia Book Week? As this is the bi-centennial year its celebration would not have been complete without paying a tribute to Georgia's authors. It is to the writers of our state that we owe our forelest legacy of the past, and by them shall we be known to the future.

A study of Georgia literature, to some of us, would be an adventure with which we are acquainted. Within our bounds lie a vast store of fiction, poetry and biography that is scarcely known about, only by people outside of the state.

Did you know that some of the best moving pictures were taken from novels written by Georgians? Laurence Stallings' "Big Parade" will ever stand as the finest production. The World War which promises to be the best seller of the year, Caroline Miller, whose husband is superintendent of schools at Barxley, has recently won praise from critics for her "Lamb of Her Bosom." This is a novel of a Georgia pioneer wilderness laid in South Georgia in Mrs. Miller's own community.

President Roosevelt's favorite author was a Georgian, Corra Harris and Harry S. Brough both Irving, have won renown in the literary world. Every Georgian should read Mrs. Harris' "Circuit Rider's Wife" and enjoy the old time customs of your past.

There are other Georgians just as widely known in the literary world. These are only a few of the many interesting things to be found. Learn to read and find out what is going on in our state.


Do not worry about what people are thinking about you, for they are not thinking about you. They are wondering what you are thinking about them.—Anonymous.

A NEW ENVIRONMENT

When a freshman enters college, the first thing once he becomes alarmed is the schedule that he is faced with. It contains subjects he has never heard of before. Immediately he is perplexed. He does not know which subjects will aid him in getting his A. B. or B. S. degree or give him equivalent credit at another institution provided he wishes a certain institution. It contains thrice models which he must practice which will accompany still less success.

But success will quickly find them out once they know that they're behind them. And if you wish to make your school better, Boost it in the local letter.

THE DRAMATIC CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS

The Dramatic Club held its first meeting Wednesday, September 27th, at 11 o'clock. The meeting was called to order by Miss Annie Mae Hunter, president of last year, and that evening selected officers for the ensuing three months was held. The officers are as follows: President—D. Purvis. Vice-President—Pauline Mize. Secretary—Elise Graham. Treasurer—Howell Martin. Sponsor—Mrs. J. O. Johnson. Program committee chairman—Annice Mae Hunter. Social committee chairman—Henrietta Deke. Stage committee chairman—Mary Davis. Lighting committee chairman—Grover Williamson. Publicity committee chairman—Emily Bostick.

SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS

The members of the Presbyterian College Sunday school class were entertained with a lawn party at the country home of Miss Marie Lester on Monday evening. Numerous games were played and singing enjoyed. A salad course and beverages were served at the conclusion of the entertainment.

A CURE OF FAULT-FINDING

Just stand aside and watch yourself. Think of yourself as "he" instead of "I." Pick flaws, find fault, forget the man who is you.

And strive to make your estimate of things right or wrong.

The faults of others then will dwarf your fallings.

Love's chain grows stronger by one mighty link.

When you will "he" as substitute for "it.

Have all afraid and watch yourself go by.

—Anon.

BOOSTING THE ROOSTER

Boost your school, boost your friend; Boost the church that you attend. Boost the street on which you're dwelling.

Boost the goods that you are selling. Boost the people around you. They can get along without you. But success will quickly find them out once they know that they're behind them.

Boost every forward movement: Boost for every new improvement: Boost the man for whom you labor; Boost the school to which you belong. Come to be a chronic knocker; Cease to be a progress-blocker. If you'd make your school still better, Boost it in the final letter.

—Anon.

MY CREED

I would be true, for there are those who care.

I would be pure, for there are those who love.

I would be strong, for there is much to suffer.

I would be brave, for there is much to dare.

I would be friend of all—the friendless,

I would be giving and forget the self.

I would be humble, for I know my weakness.

I would look up—and laugh—and love—and fly.

—Howard Arnold Walker.
Sports News Will Appear on A. P. List

When W. F. Caldwell, state manager for the Associated Press, was on the campus, arrangements were made to have a sports service appearing on the A. P. list. Thus articles concerning our team will be made available to all the A. P. newspapers. About three articles a week will be sent in to A. P. state headquarters. Any newspaper in the state with an A. P. man on its staff may get one or many of them, whichever he chooses. Obviously this service will represent the school against the world. It is probable that predictions of the "first string" will be dropped, but come what may, we await the opening of the season with interest.

As it is now Hale and Sullivan are certain men are fairly accurate. As it is now, the other substitutes whom I haven't much for the line, except this, that Amerson due to see service. Tackle Riggs and Burgeson, Griffin being one place almost clinched; McCreary the other substitutes whom I haven't much for the line, except this, that one advantage. The other is as follows: Fullford, fullback, and Anderson halfback. The other is as follows: Halfback; Spears, flanking half; McCreary halfback; Stowers, fullback; Emitt and McCreary are all excellent about equal, and which most any can play either. The newcomers will be Bussey. Peterson, a new man, will be first substitute. So much for the line, except that, the other substitutes whom I haven't mentioned are: Morris, Peterson, a new man, will be first substitute. Coach Smith is fortunate in having two complete backfields this year. And I mean two backfields that are almost complete, which any coach would welcome on his team. One of them lines up Martin, quarter, McCreary, halfback, McCreary, fullback, and Hines, running halfback. The other is as follows: Grunkl, quarterback; Parks, flanker half; Fullford, fullback, and Anderson, running halfback. Although he may retain the same combination, Coach Smith is sure to see all of these men. Hines, Anderson, Fullford and McCreary are all excellent runners. The men are good passers, and nearly all of them are good blockers and pass runners. What more could be expected of the backfield? The only weak place is at quarterback. Grunklin is looking better each day, and if Martin improves with a little more experience we will have two quarterbacks on a par with the rest of the backfield.

The crowd (as seen on the front page) is plenty hard. It will take all the strength available, moulded into one unit, working together, unselfish, to pull through this season with a good record. The morale of the team is therefore important. The building of a high morale and the maintaining of it, are in the hands of the older students will fail to come up to the standards, and will be replaced; substitutes will be with Reader, Peterson, owner of representing the school against the foes; some players will rise to start at ends, with Munch and foes; some players will rise to start at ends, with Munch and foes; some players will rise to start of. representing the school against the pointments, hard work and failures. Practice has reached such a stage that predictions of the "first string" men are fairly accurate. As it is now, Hale and Sullivan are certain men are fairly accurate. As it is now, the other substitutes whom I haven't much for the line, except this, that Amerson due to see service. Tackle Riggs and Burgeson, Griffin being one place almost clinched; McCreary the other substitutes whom I haven't much for the line, except this, that one advantage. The other is as follows: Fullford, fullback, and Anderson halfback. The other is as follows: Halfback; Spears, flanking half; McCreary halfback; Stowers, fullback; Emitt and McCreary are all excellent about equal, and which most any can play either. The newcomers will be Bussey. Peterson, a new man, will be first substitute. Coach Smith is fortunate in having two complete backfields this year. And I mean two backfields that are almost complete, which any coach would welcome on his team. One of them lines up Martin, quarter, McCreary, halfback, McCreary, fullback, and Hines, running halfback. The other is as follows: Grunkl, quarterback; Parks, flanker half; Fullford, fullback, and Anderson, running halfback. Although he may retain the same combination, Coach Smith is sure to see all of these men. Hines, Anderson, Fullford and McCreary are all excellent runners. The men are good passers, and nearly all of them are good blockers and pass runners. What more could be expected of the backfield? The only weak place is at quarterback. Grunklin is looking better each day, and if Martin improves with a little more experience we will have two quarterbacks on a par with the rest of the backfield.

The crowd (as seen on the front page) is plenty hard. It will take all the strength available, moulded into one unit, working together, unselfish, to pull through this season with a good record. The morale of the team is therefore important. The building of a high morale and the maintaining of it, are in the hands of the older students will fail to come up to the standards, and will be replaced; substitutes will be with Reader, Peterson, owner of representing the school against the foes; some players will rise to start at ends, with Munch and foes; some players will rise to start of. representing the school against the pointments, hard work and failures. Practice has reached such a stage that predictions of the "first string" men are fairly accurate. As it is now, Hale and Sullivan are certain men are fairly accurate. As it is now, the other substitutes whom I haven't much for the line, except this, that Amerson due to see service. Tackle Riggs and Burgeson, Griffin being one place almost clinched; McCreary the other substitutes whom I haven't much for the line, except this, that one advantage. The other is as follows: Fullford, fullback, and Anderson halfback. The other is as follows: Halfback; Spears, flanking half; McCreary halfback; Stowers, fullback; Emitt and McCreary are all excellent about equal, and which most any can play either. The newcomers will be Bussey. Peterson, a new man, will be first substitute. Coach Smith is fortunate in having two complete backfields this year. And I mean two backfields that are almost complete, which any coach would welcome on his team. One of them lines up Martin, quarter, McCreary, halfback, McCreary, fullback, and Hines, running halfback. The other is as follows: Grunkl, quarterback; Parks, flanker half; Fullford, fullback, and Anderson, running halfback. Although he may retain the same combination, Coach Smith is sure to see all of these men. Hines, Anderson, Fullford and McCreary are all excellent runners. The men are good passers, and nearly all of them are good blockers and pass runners. What more could be expected of the backfield? The only weak place is at quarterback. Grunklin is looking better each day, and if Martin improves with a little more experience we will have two quarterbacks on a par with the rest of the backfield.

The crowd (as seen on the front page) is plenty hard. It will take all the strength available, moulded into one unit, working together, unselfish, to pull through this season with a good record. The morale of the team is therefore important. The building of a high morale and the maintaining of it, are in the hands of the older
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How to Use the Library

"A reader who knows how to find readily what he wants in books and libraries is a workman who has learned to use his own tools. He will accomplish far more in a day than does one who has to grope blindly among books and depend entirely on the guidance of others."

The first step in learning to use the library is to learn as much as possible about the library you use. Learn the rules of your library and the privileges of readers. Find out the location of the different subjects, the periodicals and the special collections.

Each reader can help the library give good service by observing the rules, which are made for the general good and for the protection of all students, those who read, those who study and those who work in the library. The attendants at the desk are paid to serve you. Your interest in the library service to the librarian.

1. Keep the library quiet. A reader who knows how to find
2. Keep the library quiet. Any disturbance of Miss V. She fears the
3. Keep the library quiet. The inspection table, just inside
4. Keep the library quiet. The inspection table, just inside
5. Keep the library quiet. Do not make a noise that can be heard by another person than
6. Keep the library quiet. Entertain friends in some other place.
7. Keep the library quiet. Talk with assistants instead of with the people in the
8. Keep the library quiet. To avoid
9. Keep the library quiet. By putting
10. Keep the library quiet. This check insures better service to the
11. Keep the library quiet. The attendant at the
12. Keep the library quiet. The attendant at the
13. Keep the library quiet. The attendant at the

First Meeting

The Math Club will hold its first meeting of the year tonight in Room 5, at 7:30. The officers for the year are: Hassie Maude McElvain, president; S. B. Worth, vice-president. A secretary will have to be elected, since the one elected last year did not return. A very attractive program has been announced for the opening meeting.

All old members are urged to attend.

STATE THEATRE

Today-Tomorrow
"HOLD YOUR MAN"
JEAN HARLOW
CHARLIE RUGGLES
Wednesday-Thursday
"MELODY CRUISE"
PHIL HARRENS
CHARLIE RUGGLES
A Merry Musical Comedy

CONTINUOUS
OPEN 2:45 P. M.
SATURDAY 1 P. M.

COLLEGE RATES
S. G. T. C. STUDENTS
Malinee 28c, Thu.-Sat. 10c, Evening 25c

ADMISSION
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
15c ALL DAY.